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Kaat Asset Management is the first asset manager in CuraÃ§ao and St. Maarten that has received a license from the Central Bank of CuraÃ§ao and St. Maarten with the number 0001LAM We are also the oldest Asset Management company in CuraÃ§ao.
 





Daily comment 
Stock futures slip as investors digest Nvidia AI conference, await Fed decision
Stock futures fell Tuesday as traders took in the latest announcements fromÂ Nvidiaâ€™s artificial intelligence conference. Wall Street also turned its eyes to Washington as the Federal Reserve kicked off its two-day policy meeting.Â Futures tied to the S&P 500 slipped 0.4%, while Dow Jones Industrial Average futures slid 46 points, or 0.1%. Nasdaq-100 futures were 0.7% lower.
Read complete daily comment
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DOW Index, Nasdaq and S&P Quotes by TradingView






 











Latest NEWS
 









Microsoft names DeepMind co-founder Mustafa Suleyman its head of AI


20-03-2024

Microsoft on Tuesday named Mustafa Suleyman, one of the founders of artificial-intelligence startup DeepMind, to lead its AI products and research.

read full article  




Astera Labs prices IPO at $36 a share, well above target range


20-03-2024

Wall Street is about to get a new way to play the intersection between chips and artificial intelligence.

read full article  




Subway picks Pepsi as its new beverage supplier, starting in 2025


20-03-2024

Subway said it is has entered into a 10-year agreement with PepsiCo to supply its beverages in U.S. restaurants beginning Jan. 1, 2025.

read full article  




Post-IPO, Reddit will still be the â€˜quirky goth kidâ€™ to Google and Facebookâ€™s â€˜varsity quarterbacksâ€™


20-03-2024

Redditâ€™s looming IPO has thrust the company firmly into the spotlight, although Kamran Ansari, venture partner at Headline, expects the social media platform to retain the quirkiness and edginess that have become its hallmark.

read full article  
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